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Hindu View Of Life Sarvepalli
Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was appointed ... Reign of Religion in Contemporary Philosophy, The Hindu View of Life, An Idealist View of Life, Kalki or the Future of Civilisation, The Religion ...
Teachers' Day 2019: All You Need To Know About Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
Indian-American Sirisha Bandla, on July 12, joined British billionaire Richard Branson and four others on board Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShipTwo Unity to make a journey to the edge of space.
Seeing Earth from space, an incredible, life-changing experience: Bandla
Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was performed ... Reign of Religion in Contemporary Philosophy, The Hindu View of Life, An Idealist View of Life, Kalki or the Future of Civilisation, The Religion ...
Teacher's Day 2018: 10 Things You Should Know About Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
Aesthete, intellectual, restless storyteller. Looking back at Girish Karnad in the light of his newly released memoirs ...
Girish Karnad — a life at play
A variant has been found in Gadarpur so we don't want to make Haridwar the center of Covid,' says Uttarakhand CM ...
Uttarakhand govt cancels Kanwar Yatra this year in view of Covid pandemic
To be challenged in life is inevitable to be defeated is optional Never compromised with his conditions or problems he kept working on it till the problems were resolved We are talking about Lalu ...
A young man who achieved every milestone through his struggle, today has become the ideal of youth and the hallmark of Hindutva: - Lalu Singh Sodha
The economist and human rights campaigner talks about his new book, his early life and his long battle for a fairer world ...
Home in the World by Amartya Sen — citizen of everywhere
The persecution of the people of Kashmir and their struggle against oppression has roots in history. The first chapter of blood-letting was written on 13 July 1931 when the forces of the Maharaja mart ...
Historical perspective on persecution of Kashmiris
A new book on Indian history is significant at this time because history continues to be a touchy topic in India, and now more so when the idea of a Hindu rashtra has acquired greater currency.
Through 100 objects, Vidya Dehejia's new book makes a case for multiplicity of voices to thrive in India
But the legal structure and practical strains in the relation makes it an ordeal to go through the tenancy process – for both tenants and landlords. The laws relating to the tenancy aspects were often ...
Does the Model Tenancy Act make life easier for tenants and landlords?
ORIGEN’s metaphor of wine mixed with water to describe mixed-faith marriages — “the wine flavours and sanctifies the water, but the water may dilute and corrupt the wine” — is an all too familiar ...
Life and love in mixed-faith marriages
It also has The Ayurveda Experience — a content platform that pivoted to products and has brands like iYura and Ajara serving foreign markets but launching Varaasa for the Indian market soon. The ...
A pageant of clean and green products
Keeping in view the COVID0-19 pandemic, the Government on Tuesday has decided to cancel Kanwar Yatra this year. Kanwar Yatra is an annual pilgrimage of devotees of Lord Shiva to Hindu pilgrimage ...
U'khand govt cancels Kanwar Yatra in view of COVID pandemic
Urmila Matondkar 'shames' Haryana BJP leader's remark Haryana BJP IT cell and social media head Arun Yadav courted controversy Wednesday as he extended his "deepest condolences" to the bereaved family ...
Tribute to Yousuf Khan (Dilip Kumar) who earned money through Hindu name: Haryana BJP IT cell head
Indian constitution’s preamble was amended in 1976 to state that India is a secular state. However, in S.R Bommai v. Union of India, the Supreme Court of India ruled ...
Anti conversion law and freedom of religion
Hisar: The speakathon club under the mentorship of the training and placement cell, Guru Jambheshwar University of Science and Technology, Hisar, organised the ninth edition of 'Azadi Amritmahotsav' ...
9th edition of Azadi Amritmahotsav
A major Pew Research Center survey of religion across India, based on nearly 30,000 face-to-face interviews of adults conducted in 17 languages between late 2019 and early 2020 (before the covid ...
The Pew study’s glazed picture of our religious tolerance
While adjourning the hearing to July 22, Supreme Court on Thursday granted two weeks time to the Union of India to file its counter affidavit in the plea filed challenging the provisions ...
'Important' : Supreme Court Seeks Centre's Affidavit In Challenge To Provisions On Restitution Of Conjugal Rights
A Delhi Court on Friday sought replies of the President as well as the Secretary General of Indian Medical Association (IMA) on the maintainability of the suit seeking their removal, on allegations of ...

A timeless treatise on what constitutes the Hindu way of life Religion in India can appear to be a confusing tangle of myths, with many different gods and goddesses worshipped in countless forms.This complexity stems from a love of story-telling, as much as anything else, but it is only the surface expression of Indian faith. Beneath can be found a system of unifying beliefs that have guided the lives of ordinary families for generations. Here, one of the most profound
philosophers of India explains these and other related concepts intrinsic to the Hindu philosophy of life.

The Upton Lectures, 1926, Manchester College, Oxford.
One of the most profoundly religious books of our time - The Spectator Science is a system of second causes, which cannot describe the world adequately, much less account for it. In this remarkable treatise, Radhakrishnan explores aspects of the modern intellectual debate on science vis-a-vis religion and the vain attempts to find a substitute for religion. He discusses, drawing upon the traditions of East and West, the nature and validity of religious experience.Finally, he
creates a fine vision of mans evolution and the emergence of higher values. The range of subjects combined with the authors own faith, undogmatic and free of creed, makes this book a philosophical education in itself.
In The Philosophy of Hinduism, Dr S Radhakrishnan has explained the central tenets of Hinduism, its philosophical and spiritual doctrine, religious experience, ethical character and traditional faiths. He has compared Christianity, Islam and Buddhism in the light of Hinduism and stressed that the ultimate aim of these religions is the attainment of the universal self. The articles in the book analyse religions in a highly intellectual and balanced manner befitting Dr
Radhakrisnan's stature as the most distinguished scholar of comparative religion and philosophy.

Here are the chief riches of more than 3,000 years of Indian philosophical thought-the ancient Vedas, the Upanisads, the epics, the treatises of the heterodox and orthodox systems, the commentaries of the scholastic period, and the contemporary writings. Introductions and interpretive commentaries are provided.
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